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WALLMAN EXTENDIBLE FUNCTIONS WITH NORMAL DOMAINS 
DoWoHAJEK 
Mayaguez 
It is known (see [l]) that every category containing all WI 
functions and all WK functions must contain functions with nonuni-
que Wallman extensions. In this paper it is shown that for functions 
with normal domains, all WI functions are WK functions© 
Recall that for a T., space X the Wallman compactification WX 
is the collection { MJ: Av is an ultrafilter in the lattice of all 
closed subsets of XJ with the topology generated by {c(A) = 
55 {/U1G.WX : A^/u/J : A is a closed subset of XJ as a base for the 
closed subsets• The space WX is a compact T., space which is Tp 
if and only if X is normal. In this case WX is homeomorphic to 
the Stone-Cech compactif ication #Xo The function i/7 : X—J>WX 
defined by ^ ( a ) = { A : aeA and A is a closed subset of X} 
is a dense embedding© When no ambiguity can result it is common prac-
tice to ignore the distinction between X and ^vCX] a n d t 0 r e f e r 
to X as a subspace of WXo A continuous function g : WX—>WY is 
said to be a Wallman extension of a function f : X—»Y provided 
that g o i ^ x « ^ o f c A function f : X—*Y is said to be a WK 
function if it has a Wallman extension f* % WX—>WY with the proper-
ty that for any compact subspace A of WY, the inverse image 
f*~ CA] is a compact subspace of WX# A function f : X—»Y is said 
to be a WI function if it has a Wallman extension and if for every 
indicative filter base T in X the collection |fLA] : Ae jfj 
is indicative in X. (A filter base in a space X is said to be in-
dicative if C\ cl^x(A) is a singleton*) 
Ae^ 
We note that it is easily shown that for any closed subset A of 
a T-. space X, the closure C 1 W Y ^ A ^ = C^A)> a n d that for a finite 
n n 
collection A-. ,Aol o. o,Aw of closed sets, Oc(A.) = C ( H A . )O 
1 d n i=l x i=l x 
Lemma: If U is a neighborhood in WX of a point /u^WX then 
tweciwx(unx)o 
Proof: Since AJJ is in the interior of U, there is some closed 
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3et A in X such that ^weWX ^C(A)£U. Hence, since Ae/tt/ , 
there is some BG.MS such that BOA = 0. Therefore B & X O U im-
plies /M/£C(B)£-clwx(UflX). 
Theorem: If X is a T, space then f : X—>Y a WI function 
implies f is a WK function. 
Proof: Suppose f has a Wallman extension f*: WX-* WY and that f 
is not a WK function. There must than be a compact subset A£.WY 
such that f*~ [A] is not compact. Since X is T,, we know that 
WX is Hauadorff; so f LA] is not closed. Hence there is some w 
in the closure of f* £A] which is not in f* T;A3 • Clearly 
f = {XHU : U is a neighborhood of /tc/j is indicative in X and 
f*(/U/)e cl-^fCB]). It ia also clear that {AHclWY(f[B]) : B e f ) 
has the finite intersection property, and, hence, nonempty intersec-
tion. Thus f id not a WI function. 
As a final note; in Q2] is an example of a WK function with a 
normal domain which is not a WI function. 
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